Branding style guide

General guidance and best practice
when applying the new CharityComms
brand style.

Last updated: 15 Oct 2013

Logo variations
Primary logo
The Primary logo consists of the speech
bubble icon and the CharityComms
name only. It should be used in colour in
all communications wherever possible.

Clear space
A logo’s impact is reduced if it doesn’t
have breathing space. Always aim
to leave a minimum amount of white
space around it equal to the speech
icon box, as shown here.

Black only version
The Primary logo is available in black
only, for instances where only a single
colour is available.

Minimum size
Avoid reproducing the Primary logo
smaller than 40mm/100px wide.
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Logo with strapline
The Primary logo and strapline are
available as a ‘locked’ arrangement,
to ensure consistent application.

messages) or where the logo is in
isolation. For example it is used on core
CharityComms stationery items.

This is a secondary version and is only
intended for use where there is less
opportunity for the other branding
elements (such as the speech bubble

However, there is no need for it to
be used widely – please use it with
discretion.

Inspiring Communications at the Heart of Charities

Use the Clear space and Minimum size
principles for the Primary logo as a guide
for the Logo with Strapline.
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AskCharity logo
A special logo has been created
for AskCharity. Although this logo
uses a simple font design, original
artwork should always be used when
reproducing it.
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Logo formats
Vector formats
Vector formats have been created in
Illustrator, and are intended for use for:

CC-logo-CMYK.ai

• All professionally printed documents
(where artwork has been created in
InDesign or Illustrator)

CC-logo-RGB.ai

• Creating new sizes of JPG or other
on-screen format (use the RGB
version for this)

CC-logo-CMYK.eps
CC-logo-black-CMYK.ai
CC-logo-strapline-CMYK.ai
CC-logo-strapline-RGB.ai
AC-logo-CMYK.ai

JPG formats
JPG image formats are intended for
general on-screen and document use
(Word, PowerPoint etc).

CC-logo-RGB.jpg
CC-logo-small-RGB.jpg
CC-logo-RGB-no-background.png
CC-logo-strapline-RGB.jpg
AC-logo-RGB.jpg
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Colours
Core colours
C 50 Y 100

K 100

#97BE0B*

#000000

Pantone® 376

Green is the main CharityComms colour
and is used to denote Membership.

Black is used for the majority of text.
Avoid using it for solid colour blocks.

Supporting colours
M 94 Y 100

C 35 M 100

R 227 G 36 B 23

#AD007C

#E32417

Red is used to denote Careers.

Purple is used to denote Knowledge.

M 85 M 30

M 50 Y 100

R 1 G 139 B 201

#F29400

# 018BC9

Blue is used to denote Events.

Orange is used to denote AskCharity.

C4 M3 Y4
#eceae6

* The Green hex colour above is
only to be used for solid areas of
colour. There is a special hex Green
for webs text on the next page.

Light Grey is used sparingly for
backgrounds and holding boxes.
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Supporting web colours
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Green text:
#7EAA28

Navy hyperlinks:
#00538d

Pale:
#fafafa

Light Grey:
#f2f2f2

Lightish Grey:
#dddddd

Grey:
#a2a2a2

Medium Grey:
#6d6e71

Dark Grey:
#2a2a2a
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Fonts
Primary fonts:

Century Gothic
Century Gothic Bold
Secondary fonts:

Arial
Arial Bold
Web font families:
Helvetica: “Helvetica Neue”, Arial, “sans serif”
Century: “Century Gothic”, “Helvetica Neue”, Arial, “sans serif”
Narrow: “Arial Narrow”, “Tahoma”
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Speech bubbles
Speech bubbles are our way of adding
personality and visual interest to
communications.

Why you should
become a member
of CharityComms

Communications are
integral to each charity’s
work for a better world

Your career

We organise a series of
highly regarded and
well-attended events
throughout the year
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Examples of use
A4 Guides covers and pages

Show and tell: a
Best Practice Guide to
portraying beneficiaries
and service users
Best Practice Guide

Branding
Inside Out

By Joe Saxton

“

The challenge is to create a
persuasive case for feeling
empathy, not sympathy;
admiration, not pity; and
balance the need to generate
donations with the requirement
to preserve dignity.

“Brand is a charity’s way of saying ‘You can trust us. Trust us
with your money. Trust us to deliver and to tell it like it is.’”
Betty McBride, director of communications, British Heart Foundation

charitycomms.org.uk

Supported by

charitycomms.org.uk

one black, disabled, male or female
beneficiary).

• Photos that look staged or where the

subjects are exceptional. Many people
hate those corporate brochures
where all the photos are of beautiful
people, perfect families, radiant older
people and so on. Photos should try
and avoid either looking staged or
showing people representing either the
very worst or very best of the human
population. Photos should show the
“norm” or make it clear that they show
an exceptional situation.

How to describe a client
group?
The other area every organisation should
think through carefully is the words it uses
to describe its beneficiary groups. The
blindness charity sector has tied itself
in knots over how to describe its client
group. It used to be “blind people”, but
that wasn’t accurate as not everybody
was blind. So then “blind and partially
sighted people” was favoured, but that’s
a bit of a mouthful so then the sector
talked about VIPs – “visually impaired
people”. Now the sector has moved on
to people with “serious sight problems”.

The challenge of language

Look at language to see
what impression it creates

Words that are over-used,
clichéd or patronising
Alongside the photos that create
problems for organisations are the words.
Words are often less difficult when looked
at as a whole than photos, because
it’s easier to create rules about words:
rules such as “don’t use these phrases”
or “try to use these phrases”. However
language is more difficult from a
portrayal point of view when it is looked
at to see what impression it creates.
What does the use of words leave the
reader imagining about a beneficiary?
Words are most problematic when
they are used to describe case studies,
which is the topic of the next section.

Action

Do people have a disability, do they
suffer from it, are they victims? In the
disability sector clients are often talked
about as “people with multiple sclerosis”,
shortened to “people with MS” then
shortened to PwMS. It’s not clear that
replacing a wordy term for a client
group with a four-letter acronym is an
improvement. Ask people using an
organisation how they like to be named
in your communications.
At the heart of this dilemma is whether
the client group “suffers” from whatever
the illness or disability is and whether they
are victims of that condition, or whether
they “live with it”.
However every organisation should be
clear about what words it encourages
and discourages, particularly in relation
to its term for a client group. Solving this
problem by using acronyms may satisfy
internal audiences but will probably
leave external audiences mystified
and distant.

Part 3: InteGratInG Brand wIth PolIcy and camPaIGns
By Jenni Bacon
Our sector deals in ideas, values and intangibles. Each of the functions
of a non-profit organisation deals with these elements differently. Where
fundraising looks to convert these intangibles into the very tangible cash that
keeps the wheels turning, policy and campaigns look to convert this currency
into change of a different kind: change in attitude, change in behaviour,
change in government policy.
There are several mechanisms by which we do this – primarily through influence.
The research and policy unit is often where many of these ideas are generated.
The challenge is to get them acted on.

Having influence
depends on consistently
being credible
Having influence depends on being and consistently appearing credible in the
areas and with the people you need to be; it means knowing where the levers
are and how to push them so you can apply pressure when and where you
need to. It can also mean “kudos” – being so respected in a particular way that
others actively want to associate with you. In the play of all these dynamics, the
importance of brand – as tool, and as “secret weapon” – becomes apparent.

“campaigning organisations” and those with “campaigning
identities”
Greenpeace and Which? are two very different organisations. Greenpeace is
an independent “global campaigning organisation”. Which? is a “consumer
champion” with campaigning at the heart of what it does. Signalling their
independence is key to both attracting the support and membership they want.
Both organisations have prioritised the creation and cultivation of strong and
distinctive brands to help them achieve what they need. Both clearly know their
audiences well. They know what they are and what they are not; they highlight
features of their organisation that will resonate with their desired audiences; they
adopt distinctive tones and develop clear messages. Their integrity shines through.
They show off their heritage, their people, their members and supporters to
best effect.
The overall impression is of organisations that are greater than the sum of their
parts. Organisations that present a coherent vision of themselves and the world,
organisations that have the power to bring people with them. In short, they look
like organisations worth listening to, or at the very least, that are hard to ignore.
That is a foot in the door for influence.

Every organisation needs to document the language it wishes to use more of, and
the language it wishes to use less of.

Charities need to be careful to balance their campaigning work with the rest
of their charitable activity, particularly if campaigning in the political sphere.
Best Practice Guide to Portraying Beneficiaries and Service Users
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However, sometimes it can be appropriate for charities to build a whole brand
around a “campaigning identity”. Charities looking to differentiate in a crowded
space, and those with a very defined mission or cause can particularly benefit.

Best Practice Guide Branding Inside Out
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Examples of use
A5 events guides

Communications
on a Shoestring

27 June, 2012, London
#shoestringcomms

Programme

09.40 – 10.10

Registration and refreshments
Welcome, Vicky Browning, Director,
CharityComms
Plenary one: Seeing the bigger picture

Ellen uses her skills in insight,
communications and strategy
development to achieve behaviour
change on a huge range of issues,
specialising in health and social
equality.
Building on a track record of not-forprofit campaigning, Ellen has spent
the last five years at Forster working
with clients including the British Heart
Foundation, The Stroke Association
and the Departments of Health,
Transport and Communities and Local
Government.

Tweets at @Forster_Comms

Olivia Belle

Being strategic in your approach to communications is
vital when you have limited time and resources. Fiona will
outline the main steps for creating a strategy that will focus
your thinking, drive day-to-day work and give better results.
She will talk candidly about the challenges she faced when
creating and implementing the National Literacy Trust’s first
strategy plus outline how it has supported their work.
Fiona Lewis, Head of Communications, National
Literacy Trust

Communications on a Shoestring 27 June, 2012

Director, Forster

Tweets at @contact_teas

Main hall

CC-event-guide-A5.indd 1

Ellen O’Donoghue

Communications Officer, Contact
the Elderly
Kellie provides copywriting for a variety
of different mediums – including
newsletters, reports and press releases
– and undertakes the charity’s PR
activity. As part of her work, Kellie
devised and implemented an online
Christmas Advent calendar featuring
festive audio stories from the charity’s
service users. Prior to working at
Contact the Elderly, Kellie worked
in print journalism on consumer and
trade titles, before making the move
to the third sector and working at
grant-giving charity Elizabeth Finn
Care.

Conference

08.30 – 09.30
09.30 – 09.40

Kellie Smith

1
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Director of Communications, Help
the Hospices

Hope you enjoy
the day!

An archaeologist by training, she
moved into communications by
accident rather than design, but
was always driven by the desire to
influence social change. For the
past 20 years she has worked in
communications in the voluntary
sector including roles at NSPCC, RNIB,
Action for Children and The Princess
Royal Trust for Carers. Olivia was a
Trustee of Mental Health Media which
challenged discrimination and ran the
annual mental health media awards.

Tweets at @HelptheHospices
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Keep in touch

Best wishes
charitycomms.org.uk

charitycomms.org.uk

Let’s talk

Here’s that info

charitycomms.org.uk

charitycomms.org.uk

CharityComms ‘With Compliments’ postcards
and business card backs
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Examples of use
On our website
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Best practice use of our
speech bubbles
Text inside the bubbles should always
be Century Gothic Bold. Single line
messages should be centred in the box.
Multi line messages should be aligned
left, in line with the tail:

Why you should
become a member
of CharityComms

Welcome

Speech bubble artwork is available,
but if modifications are necessary
remember:
• Each bubble has subtle rounded
corners and roughening applied
to the edges (in Adobe Illustrator)
• Tails are positioned as shown below:

40º
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Icons
Special icons have been created to
visually label CharityComms content.
There is a set of icons specific to the
subjects with each main category.

Original artwork should always be used
when reproducing these icons.

Events icons

Knowledge icons

Seminars

Thought Pieces

Conferences

Case Studies

Workshops

Interviews

Members lunches

Top Tips & Guides

SW Forum events

Brand breakfasts

Social
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Membership icons

Careers icons

Individual

Mentoring

Organisation

Sector Jobs

Corporate

Career Profiles

Job Descriptions

Note: Each category’s icons should only
be used in the colour relevant to that
category (see Colours section).
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Examples of use
Printed documents
Mentoring Scheme
Being mentored – CharityComms’
unique mentoring scheme is an
exclusive benefit for members.

Communications
on a Shoestring

As part of their professional
development we match
communications professionals
working in the charity sector
with mentors. With the support
and guidance of an external
communications colleague,
individuals looking to be mentored
set their own objectives. Our personal
matching service takes care to
partner you – or members of your
team – with a mentor who is most
likely to help you achieve your goals.

Conference

How does it work?

27 June, 2012, London
#shoestringcomms

The mentoring relationship is flexible
according to the availability and
objectives of the mentor and
mentee. It’s up to you both to decide
what the aims of the mentoring
relationship will be, how often you
will meet and for how long.

Programme
08.30 – 09.30
09.30 – 09.40
09.40 – 10.10

Registration and refreshments
Welcome, Vicky Browning, Director,
CharityComms
Plenary one: Seeing the bigger picture
Being strategic in your approach to communications is
vital when you have limited time and resources. Fiona will
outline the main steps for creating a strategy that will focus
your thinking, drive day-to-day work and give better results.
She will talk candidly about the challenges she faced when
creating and implementing the National Literacy Trust’s first
strategy plus outline how it has supported their work.
Fiona Lewis, Head of Communications, National
Literacy Trust

Communications on a Shoestring 27 June, 2012

from an experienced comms
professional

• The scheme provides a safe

environment to discuss your job
with someone neutral, outside your
work-space

Events for 2012

• A mentor can be a useful sounding

board to bounce ideas around with
and to gain inspiration from

• Gain new perspectives and learn

from the experiences of someone
else in the sector

“

CharityComms events take
place throughout the year

• Find out about other job roles and
how you can further your career

January

If you want to take part you just
need to fill out a form about your
experience and what you are
looking for in a mentor and we will
match you with someone suitable.

Main hall
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What are the benefits of being
mentored?

• Advice, guidance and feedback

Thursday 26
Editorial Skills for Charities
Workshop
Time: 9.00 - 14.30
Location: London

I was very excited when CharityComms raised the possibility of me being
February
mentored by Hilary Cross, the Director of External Affairs at Macmillan Cancer
Wednesday 29
Support. Hilary is a clear leader in our field and Macmillan is a charity I really
admire and support personally. She has been tremendously supportive and
Web Metrics Made
generous with her time. I have gained a lot from her insight, advice and
Easy Seminar
guidance. I’ve also found Hilary to be a source of objective and honest
Time: 14.30 - 16.30
feedback, which has been invaluable.”

Location: London

David Bassom, Head of Marketing and Communications, Girlguiding UK.

March
Friday 02
South West Regional
Group: Creating Creative
Campaigns
Time: 14.00 - 16.00
Location: Bristol

charitycomms.org.uk

1

April
Thursday 26
Enhance Your Email
Marketing Seminar
Time: 14.30 - 16.30
Location: London
Friday 18
Organisational Members’
Lunch – Senior Networking
Event
Time: 11.30 - 15.00
Location: London
Wednesday 30
Mission Critical: Crafting
Your Communications
Strategy Workshop
Time: 9.00 - 14.00
Location: London

Wednesday 21
Social Media Conference
Time: 8.30 - 16.30
Location: London

21/06/2012 16:07

Wednesday 28
Brand Breakfast
Time: 9.30 - 11.30
Location London

charitycomms.org.uk

On our website
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